
Worker’s Meeting 15th October 2019 (Cheltenham) 

Present: Mike Mintram (chair), Margaret Malcolm, Rosie Dalton, Nicky Hardy, , Robert 

Chambers, Val Hatton, Rebecca Maughan, Cindy Davies, Anna Swoboda, Norman Gardiner, 

Mariam Bharla, Jeremy Gray, Paul Weitz, Rachel Mc Kinnon 

Apologies: Bill Pitt 

Norman’s update: 

Norman recognised the challenge on staff and advisers re supporting different projects required 

by several funding sources. The bureau needed to raise money from a broader range of funders 

and this sometimes required the bureau to do more work during client engagement. There was 

then a general discussion on the impact of additional paperwork required for any client contact, 

this impacted on client service and made many client engagements more complex and lengthy. 

Norman highlighted the requirement for additional debt training to comply with national CA and 

FCA requirements. Advisers could complete the training online or attend a training course, 

MM raised the concern from some volunteers that the process/options for providing debt advice 

was complex and the service we are providing is poor, especially for F2F advice. Norman 

recognised this concern and suggested he would organise a workshop with interested advisers to 

discuss how we could improve our debt service and reflect the different capabilities and 

resources in each bureau office. 

MM asked when additional receptionists would be recruited for Cheltenham. Norman confirmed 

that Wes is continuing to try and recruit receptionist volunteers. Norman also suggested that 

they would be asking trainee advisers to help on reception and discuss with trainees whether 

they would prefer to do reception work rather than become advisers. 

Speaker 

We had a very informative presentation by GARAS. Farouk outlined the comprehensive 

programme of support they provide to asylum and refugee seekers. Farouk confirmed he was 

happy to take enquiries from CA volunteers re general immigration advice and would speak with 

CA clients that contacted him. He wouldn’t do case work for clients re immigration, but would 

answer questions and point them in the right direction to resolve their issue. 

Social Policy 

Bill had circulated his notes via email. 

MM asked for feedback and comments on Social policy notes. Everyone felt the notes were 

useful, but it would also be helpful if there could be some indication of client issue trends and 

selective stats on the advice/issues dealt with by each bureau office. 



 

 

Workers meeting: 

The minutes of the previous Gloucester meetings were approved.  

Matters arising from the workers meeting were addressed by the management team in their 

earlier report. 

An ongoing and increasing concern re the debt advice process and quality of service. 

Cindy gave an update on the Cheltenham Xmas party on 11th December, further details to follow 

and deposits required when advised. 

A request that with Anna’s appointment there should now be an opportunity to ‘step back’ and 

review all client documentation and processes to streamline and simplify e.g. debt advice, the 

IIF, GDPR requirements, Cl surveys 

 

 

 

 


